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A Topic AOPA Is Working On That Is Important to the Future of Your Business

Value Driven, Patient-Centered Care Will Be the
New Tomorrow in Healthcare—But Where Will
O&P Fit Into This New Tomorrow?

T

he perils for O&P and other healthcare providers

Why Is It Important to You?

were graphically identiﬁed by several speakers at

It’s pretty clear that how you and other providers are paid will
be dramatically altered in the coming years and sooner than
we might think or like. How O&P will see changes still remains
somewhat unclear because the crux of O&P reimbursement
has always been based on the device with enough margin to
cover the necessary patient care that accompanies providing
an O&P device. Those service and product costs have not
been separated out so how this will happen in the O&P world
remains murky.
What isn’t murky is that these changes may well make the
impact of RAC audits pale in comparison.

the recent Futures Leadership Conference in Palm

Beach, Florida the weekend of January 9th. But, there was
a clear recognition that future challenges to maintaining
O&P relevance as well as reimbursements must in part be
met by data driven comparative effectiveness studies and
systematic literature reviews. We will not be paid until we
can show payers patient outcomes data that demonstrates
the effectiveness of our treatments. One week later, the
AOPA Board of Directors approved research grant funding
to underwrite two studies in each area at $60,000 each for
a total of $240,000 for the four projects. Eight priority areas

What’s AOPA Doing About It?

were identiﬁed and the decision on which four areas to

AOPA’s job is to lead, as much as possible, in helping the
O&P community find its way in this tangled maze of change
and right now part of that leadership role is pushing the O&P
community harder to make up for lost time in not having the
right data to prove our case. In addition to the Board’s recent
action authorizing the funding for four research studies, AOPA
has to do a better job of making sure the entire community
understands the importance of especially cost effectiveness
research and creates the necessary awareness for proper use
of this research. In late January, AOPA posted to the members
only portion of the web site a compendium of research into
the Medicaid socio-economic payment picture and other items
relating to O&P at http://www.aopanet.org/valuable-membersonly-compendium-of-data-regarding-pr.

initially fund will be determined by responses to the RFP.
The RFP’s were issued on February 13th and are available
on the AOPA website.
Futures Leadership
Conference speaker
Michael Lovdal, PhD

Core of the Issue
It’s all about value driven, patient-centered health care.
Payers will be demanding evidence that certain treatments
bring about the desired patient outcome. Payment will be
increasingly based on these criteria. Health and Human Services
Department Secretary Burwell has already announced CMS
value driven goals to have 30 percent of Medicare payments
in alternative payments models usually involving risk-sharing
by providers and payers by the end of 2016 and 50 percent
by 2018. Goals will be met through investment in alternative
payment models such as Accountable Care Organizations
(ACOs), advanced primary care medical home models,
new models of bundling payments for episode of care and
integrated care demonstrations for beneficiaries that are
Medicare-Medicaid enrollees. HHS is working with private
payers to move in the same direction toward alternative
payment models and value based payment.

It’s all about value driven,
patient centered health care.
You’ll find details on how Medicare continues to pay
unlicensed and unaccredited providers, cost effectiveness data,
and top revenue generating orthotic codes in 2011, 2012 and
2013 by total allowed sorted by provider type, just to mention
a few of the items you will find. In short, a veritable feast of
facts and useful information that AOPA has invested your
resources to create in an effort to help close the gap in needed
facts. You’ll need your user name and password to access.
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AOPA’s resources are modest compared to what’s needed
and that’s why AOPA for the past five years has retained
the talents of Linchpin Strategies and its president, Catriona
Macdonald, to seek appropriated funding for O&P research.
That effort paid off in the 2014 budget year when Senator
Durbin was instrumental in having $10 million designated for
O&P research in the Department of Defense appropriations
measure and again made sure it was included in the DoD portion
of the 2015 Cromnibus appropriation bill. That’s $20 million in
found research funding that previously didn’t exist. A start, but
only a start.
Research AOPA can undertake or sponsor has been crucial
in making the Mobility Saves website (www.mobilitysaves.org) a
serious player in spreading the word on how O&P saves money
and lives. Facts can often counter the vast misinformation that is
picked up by the media. For example as stories have appeared
on the advent of 3-D printing, one of the most recent stories
cited an upper limb prosthesis created by 3-D that could be
produced for hundreds of dollars comparing it with a prosthesis
which the article asserted costs up to $80,000. Of course what
was left out of the story is that an FDA approved, properly fitted
and adjusted prosthesis provided by a certified practitioner that

provides a similar range of limited functionality as the 3-D
device can often cost somewhere between $1,500 to $5,000.
AOPA posted a very balanced statement on the AOPA and
Mobility Saves website that members can use to counter local
stories with misleading facts about 3-D and conventional
devices which also acknowledges that 3-D will have a growing
role in the O&P community.

The Bottom Line
That’s it exactly! Your bottom line is likely to survive and
hopefully prosper because as the future of health care and
O&P undergoes massive change, the one thing that will speak
loudly with the necessary credibility is facts backed up by
respected and unassailable research that demonstrates cost
effectiveness which in turn translates into value for patients
and payers.
Very truly yours,

Thomas F. Fise, JD
AOPA Executive Director

Have you Heard the News
That Mobility Saves?

New research has proven that prosthetic and orthotic
care saves money for payers and improves lives for
patients. Read more at MobilitySaves.org.

Find All the Tools You’ll Need at MobilitySaves.org:
Access the Full Study

Review the White Paper

Share this information with
clinicians, practitioners, and
insurance providers

Educate others with
informative slide shows

Extraordinarily significant findings show
Medicare data proves the value of an O&P
intervention based on economic criteria.

Follow Mobility Saves on
Facebook and Twitter
CONNECT WITH MOBILITY SAVES

Watch the News Release

Get Involved and Spread the Word About
The Valuable Benefits of O&P Care

Mobility Saves Lives And Money!
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